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Abstract. Cyber attacks are greatly expanding in both size and com-
plexity. To handle this issue, research has been focused on collaborative
intrusion detection networks (CIDNs), which can improve the detection
accuracy of a single IDS by allowing various nodes to communicate with
each other. While such collaborative system or network is vulnerable to
insider attacks, which can significantly reduce the advantages of a detec-
tor. To protect CIDNs against insider attacks, one potential way is to
enhance the trust evaluation among IDS nodes, i.e., by emphasizing the
impact of expert nodes. In this work, we adopt the notion of intrusion
sensitivity that assigns different values of detection capability relating to
particular attacks, and evaluate its impact on defending against a special
On-Off attack (SOOA). In the evaluation, we investigate the impact of
intrusion sensitivity in a simulated CIDN environment, and experimental
results demonstrate that the use of intrusion sensitivity can help enhance
the security of CIDNs under adversarial scenarios, like SOOA.

Keywords: Intrusion Detection, Collaborative Network, Insider Attack,
Intrusion Sensitivity, Challenge-based Trust Mechanism.

1 Introduction

To help identify and handle various threats, an intrusion detection system (IDS)
is often deployed in different security-sensitive environments [31, 34]. Generally,
there are two types of detection systems according to the deployment: host-based
IDS (HIDS) and network-based IDS (NIDS). Each kind of IDS can utilize two
detection approaches: signature-based detection and anomaly-based detection. A
signature (or rule) is a kind of description on known threat or exploit, in which
a signature-based IDS can compare its signatures with incoming events [33, 39].
By contrast, anomaly-based detection discovers malicious events by building a
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normal profile. An alarm will be notified, if an accurate match is identified or
the deviation between the normal profile and current profile exceeds a threshold.

Nowadays, cyber attacks have become much more complicated; thus, a sin-
gle detector could be easily compromised and ineffective in detecting advanced
attacks. To improve the detection performance, collaborative IDS (CIDS) or
collaborative intrusion detection network (CIDN) is developed, which allows a
set of IDS nodes to communicate with each other and exchange environmental
information [40]. In practical setup, a CIDS or CIDN would be vulnerable to
insider attacks, where an attacker can perform suspicious actions within a sys-
tem or a network environment. To address this issue, designing more effective
trust evaluation is one promising solution, whereas like challenge-based trust
mechanisms, which compute the trustworthiness of a node by sending challenges
in a periodic way [6]. However, such trust mechanisms could be compromised
by some advanced attacks, i.e., Li et al. [18] developed an advanced collusion
attack, a Special On-Off Attack, named SOOA, which can keep giving truthful
responses to one node while providing untruthful answers to other nodes.

Contributions. An alternative way of improving the trust evaluation is to
emphasize the impact of expert nodes. Li et al. [13, 16] identified that different
IDS nodes may have different levels of sensitivity in detecting particular intru-
sions. Then, they introduced a notion of intrusion sensitivity that measures the
detection sensitivity of an IDS in detecting different kinds of intrusions. As an
example, if a signature-based detector owns more signatures (or rules) in detect-
ing DoS attacks, then it should be more powerful in detecting such specific kind
of attack as compared to other nodes, which have relatively fewer signatures. In
this work, we attempt to evaluate the impact of intrusion sensitivity on iden-
tifying an advanced insider attack, named special On-Off attack (SOOA). The
contributions of this work can be summarized as below:

– We first introduce the notion of intrusion sensitivity and explain how to com-
pute trust values of different CIDN nodes. In this work, we focus on a specific
kind of advanced insider attack, called special On-Off attack (SOOA), which
can maintain the reputation by responding normally to one node while acting
abnormally to another node.

– In the evaluation, we investigate the impact of intrusion sensitivity on detect-
ing SOOA in a simulated CIDN environment. Experimental results demon-
strate that intrusion sensitivity can be used to improve the security of CIDNs
by highlighting the impact of expert nodes in identifying malicious nodes,
i.e., it can help decrease the reputation of SOOA nodes faster.

The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related
studies on distributed and collaborative intrusion detection and introduces the
background of challenge-based CIDNs. In Section 3, we introduce how SOOA
works with two attacking scenarios. Section 4 describes the notion of intrusion
sensitivity and evaluates its impact on defending against SOOA in a simulated
network environment. Finally, we conclude the work in Section 5.
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2 Related Work and Background

This section first introduces related work on intrusion detection, especially col-
laborative intrusion detection, and then describes the background of challenge-
based trust mechanism for CIDNs.

2.1 Related Work

In a real-world application, a single IDS usually has no information about the
protected environment where it is deployed, hence the detector is very easy to be
bypassed under some advanced attacks [40]. To address this issue, one effective
solution is to construct a distributed or collaborative detection network. Some
previously developed distributed systems can be classified as below. 1) Cen-
tralized/Hierarchical systems: Emerald [32] and DIDS [35]; 2) Publish/subscribe
systems: COSSACK [30] and DOMINO [41]; and 3) P2P Querying-based sys-
tems: Netbait [1] and PIER [11].

Generally, collaborative or distributed intrusion detection networks enable
an IDS node to achieve more accurate detection by collecting and communi-
cating information from/with other IDS nodes. However, it is well-recognized
by the literature that existing collaborative networks are vulnerable to insider
attacks. The previous work [12] figured out that most distributed intrusion de-
tection systems (DIDS) relied on centralized fusion, or distributed fusion with
unscalable communication mechanisms. Then they gave a solution by designing
a distributed detection system based on the decentralized location and routing
infrastructure. However, their system is vulnerable to insider attacks, as they
assumes that all peers are trusted. Li et al. [18] developed an advanced collusion
attack, a Special On-Off Attack, named SOOA, which can keep giving truth-
ful responses to one node while providing untruthful answers to other nodes.
They further developed an advanced collusion attack, called passive message
fingerprint attack (PMFA) [17], which can compromise the challenge mechanis-
m through passively collecting messages and distinguishing normal requests. As
such, malicious nodes can maintain their trust values by giving false information
to only normal request while providing truthful feedback to other messages.

To protect distributed systems against insider attacks, building appropriate
trust models is one of the promising solutions. For instance, Duma et al. [3] pro-
posed a P2P-based overlay IDS to examine traffic by designing a trust-aware en-
gine for handling alerts and an adaptive scheme for managing reputation among
different nodes. The former is capable of reducing warnings sent by untrusted or
low quality peers, while the latter attempts to predict their trustworthiness by
evaluating their past experiences. Tuan [37] then utilized game theory to model
and analyze the processes of reporting and exclusion in a P2P network. They
identified that if a reputation system was not incentive compatible, the more
numbers of peers in the system, the less likely that anyone will report about a
malicious peer. Fung et al. initialized a type of challenge-based CIDNs, in which
the reputation level of a node depends mainly on the received answers to the
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challenges. In the beginning, they focus on host-based detection (HIDS) and pro-
posed a host-based collaboration framework that enables each node to evaluate
the trustworthiness of others based on its own experience and a forgetting fac-
tor [6]. The forgetting factor is used to highlight the recent experience of peers,
in order to judge the reputation more effectively.

The concept of intrusion sensitivity was proposed by Li et al. [13], in which
they identified that different IDS nodes may have distinct capability or sensitiv-
ity in detecting particular types of attacks. Based on the notion, they further
developed a trust management model for CIDNs through allocating intrusion
sensitivity via machine learning techniques in an automatic way [14]. This con-
cept can help detect intrusions and correlate alarms by emphasizing the impact
of an expert IDS. They also studied how to apply intrusion sensitivity for ag-
gregating alarms and defending against pollution attacks, in which a group of
malicious peers collaborate together by providing false alarm rankings [15]. Some
other related work regarding how to enhance the performance of IDSs can be
referred to [4, 5, 10, 19–29]

2.2 Background on Challenge-based CIDNs

The goal of developing challenge-based trust mechanisms is to help protect
CIDNs against insider threats through sending challenges in a periodic manner.
Fig. 1 depicts the typical architecture of a challenge-based CIDN. In addition
to an IDS module, a CIDN node often contains three major components: trust
management component, collaboration component and P2P communication [17].

– Trust management component is responsible for evaluating the reputation of
other nodes via a specific trust approach. Challenge-based mechanism is a
kind of trust approach that computes the trust values through comparing the
received feedback with the expected answers. Each node can send out either
normal requests or challenges for alert ranking (consultation). To further
protect challenges, the original work [6] assumed that challenges should be
sent out in a random manner and in a way that makes them difficult to be
distinguished from a normal alarm ranking request.

– Collaboration component is mainly responsible for assisting a node in com-
puting the trust values of another node by sending out normal requests or
challenges, and receiving the relevant feedback. This component can help a
tested node deliver its feedback when receiving a request or challenge. For
instance, Fig. 1 shows that when node A sends a request or challenge to
node B, it can receive relevant feedback.

– P2P communication. This component is responsible for connecting with oth-
er IDS nodes and providing network organization, management and commu-
nication among IDS nodes.

Network Interactions. In a CIDN, each node can choose its partners based on
its own policies and experience, and maintain a list of collaborated nodes, called
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Fig. 1. The typical high-level architecture of a challenge-based CIDN with its major
components.

partner list. This list is customizable and stores the relevant information of other
nodes like current trust values. Before a node asks for joining the network, A
node has to obtain its unique proof of identity (e.g., a public key and a private
key) by registering to a trusted certificate authority (CA). As depicted in Fig. 1,
if node C asks for joining the network, it has to send a request to a CIDN node,
say node A. Then, node A makes a decision and sends back an initial partner list,
if node C is accepted. A CIDN node can typically send two types of messages:
challenge and normal request.

– A challenge mainly contains a set of IDS alarms, where a testing node can
send these alarms to the tested nodes for labeling alarm severity. Because
the testing node knows the severity of these alarms in advance, it can judge
and compute the satisfaction level for the tested node, based on the received
feedback.

– A normal request is sent by a node for alarm aggregation, which is an im-
portant feature of collaborative networks in improving the detection perfor-
mance of a single detector. The aggregation process usually only considers
the feedback from highly trusted nodes. As a response, an IDS node should
send back alarm ranking information as their feedback.

3 Special On-Off Attack

Previous work has identified that challenge-based trust mechanism may be still
vulnerable to advanced insider attacks, like a special On-Off attack (SOOA) [18],
where a malicious node can keep sending truthful responses to one node, but
sending malicious responses to another. This attack has a potential to affect the
effectiveness of trust computation for a third node (target node). Here, we accept
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Fig. 2. A special On-Off attack (SOOA) on challenge-based CIDNs.

that a challenge can be sent in a random manner and cannot be distinguished
from normal messages in a effective way. Fig. 2 describes an example of SOOA:
suppose node D is malicious and node A is the attack target, while node B
and node C are two partner nodes for node A. Two attacking scenarios can be
considered as below [18].

– Scenario 1: node D is not a partner node for node A. Under this
condition, node D keeps sending truthful response to node C while sending
malicious feedback to node B. Fig. 2 shows that node A has to communicate
and collect data from its partner nodes B and C. Subsequently, node A may
receive different (or even opposite) reports on node D. This scenario often
occurs under a hierarchical network structure, in which a central server has
to collect information from other nodes and compute the trustworthiness.

– Scenario 2: node D is a partner node for node A. Under this condition,
node D keeps sending truthful information to node A, if they are partner
nodes. In a challenge-based CIDNs, node A has to judge the trustworthiness
of node D through both its own trust computation and the judgement from
other nodes. As a result, this special attack can maintain the reputation of
node D over the threshold regarding node A.

To summarize, SOOA nodes can keep providing truthful feedback to several
nodes, while responding maliciously to others. In this case, it may influence
the trust computation of certain nodes and maintain its trust values over the
threshold. Malicious nodes thus have a good chance to make a negative impact
on alarm aggregation of testing node without decreasing their trust values. In
this work, we mainly focus on Scenario 2, since a CIDN node usually aggregates
alarms by collecting relevant information from its partner nodes.
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4 The Impact of Intrusion Sensitivity

In this section, we first detail the notion of intrusion sensitivity, and then intro-
duce how to setup a CIDN and compute trust values (satisfaction levels).

4.1 Intrusion Sensitivity

The previous work [13] found that each IDS should have different sensitivity
levels in detecting particular kinds of intrusions and introduced a concept of
intrusion sensitivity as below.

– Intrusion sensitivity describes different levels of detection capability (or ac-
curacy) for IDS nodes in detecting particular kinds of attacks or anomalies.
Let Is denote the detection sensitivity of a node and t denote a time peri-
od. For two IDS nodes A and B, we can say IAs > IBs if A has a stronger
detection capability within this time period.

Obviously, it is time consuming to assign the values manually in a large net-
work. To automate the allocation of intrusion sensitivity, we can apply machine
learning technique. In this work, we adopt a KNN classifier for value allocation
based on the following reasons [16]:

– It is easy to implement a KNN algorithm, which classifies objects based on
the closest training examples in the feature space. That is, an object can be
classified in terms of its distances to the nearest cluster.

– This classifier can also achieve a faster speed with lower computational bur-
den than other classifiers like neural networks in the phases of both training
and classification. These properties are desirable when a classifier is deployed
in a resource-constrained platform like an IDS node.

It is worth noting that how to objectively allocate the value is still an open
challenge, as experts may give different scores for an IDS node, based on their
own experience. A potential solutions is to make appropriate specifications and
criterion, but it is out of the scope of this paper. To train this classifier, there
are generally two steps as follows:

– We first build a classifier model by obtaining the intrusion sensitivity scores
for some nodes based on expert knowledge, i.e., some scores given by different
security administrators or experts regarding existing nodes.

– When evaluating the intrusion sensitivity of a target node i, we use the KNN
classifier to assign a value to node i as Iis by running the established model.

4.2 CIDN Settings

In this experiment, we constructed a simulated CIDN environment with 50 n-
odes, which were randomly distributed in a 10× 10 grid region. Each IDS node
adopted Snort [36] as IDS plugin. All nodes can communicate with each other
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Table 1. Simulation parameters in the experiment.

Parameters Value Description

λ 0.9 Forgetting factor

εl 10/day Low request frequency

εh 20/day High request frequency

r 0.8 Trust threshold

Ts 0.5 Trust value for newcomers

m 10 Lower limit of received feedback

d 0.3 Severity of punishment

and build an initial partner list. The trust values of all nodes in the partner list
were initialized as Ts = 0.5 based on the results in [6]. According to [16], we set
the number of alarms to 40 in either a normal request or a challenge, in order
to achieve good classification accuracy.

To evaluate the trustworthiness of partner nodes, each node can send out
challenges randomly to its partners with an average rate of ε. There are two levels
of request frequency: εl and εh. The request frequency is low for a highly trusted
or highly untrusted node, as it should be very confident about their feedback.
On the other hand, the request frequency should be high for other nodes whose
trust values are close to the threshold. To facilitate comparisons, all the settings
can be referred to similar studies [6, 14, 18]. The detailed parameters are shown
in Table 1.

Node expertise. This work adopted three expertise levels for an IDS node
as: low (0.1), medium (0.5) and high (0.95). A beta function was utilized to
model the expertise of an IDS:

f(p′|α, β) =
1

B(α, β)
p′α−1(1− p′)β−1

B(α, β) =

∫ 1

0

tα−1(1− t)β−1dt
(1)

where p′(∈ [0, 1]) is the probability of intrusion examined by the IDS. f(p′|α, β)
indicates the probability that a node with expertise level l responses with a value
of p′ to an intrusion examination of difficulty level d(∈ [0, 1]). A higher value
of l indicates a higher probability of correctly identifying an intrusion, while a
higher value of d indicates that an intrusion is harder to figure out. In particular,
α and β can be defined as below [7]:

α = 1 +
l(1− d)

d(1− l)
r

β = 1 +
l(1− d)

d(1− l)
(1− r)

(2)
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where r ∈ {0, 1} is the expected detection output. For a fixed difficulty level,
the node with a higher level of expertise can achieve a higher probability of
correctly identifying an attack. For instance, a node with expertise level of 1 can
accurately identify an intrusion with guarantee if the difficulty level is 0.

Trust evaluation at nodes. To calculate the trust value of a CIDN node,
a testing node can send a challenge to the target node via a random genera-
tion process, and then compute its satisfaction level by comparing the received
feedback with the expected answers. Based on [6], we can evaluate the trustwor-
thiness of a node i according to node j in the following manner:

T ji = (ws

∑n
k=0 F

j,i
k λtk∑n

k=0 λ
tk
− Ts)(1− x)dIis + Ts (3)

where F j,ik ∈ [0, 1] is the score of the received feedback k and n is the total
number of feedback. λ is a forgetting factor that assigns less weight to older
feedback. ws is a significant weight relying on the total number of received feed-
back, if there is only a few received feedback under a certain minimum m, then

ws =
∑n

k=0 λ
tk

m ; otherwise ws = 1. x is the percentage of “don’t know” answers
for a period of time (e.g., from t0 to tn). d is a positive incentive parameter to
control the severity of punishment to “don’t know” answers. Iis(∈ [0, 1]) is the
intrusion sensitivity of node i.

Satisfaction evaluation. Suppose there are two factors: an expected feed-
back (e ∈ [0, 1]) and an actual received feedback (r ∈ [0, 1]). Then, this work
used a function F (∈ [0, 1]) to reflect the satisfaction level by measuring the
difference between the received answer and the expected answer as below [7].

F = 1− (
e− r

max(c1e, 1− e)
)c2 e > r (4)

F = 1− (
c1(r − e)

max(c1e, 1− e)
)c2 e ≤ r (5)

where c1 controls the degree of penalty for wrong estimates and c2 controls
satisfaction sensitivity. Based on the work [7], we set c1 = 1.5 and c2 = 1.

4.3 Experimental Results

In this experiment, we aim to evaluate the impact of intrusion sensitivity on
the security of CIDNs. Fig. 3 illustrates the convergence of trust values regard-
ing different expert nodes with three expertise levels: low (I = 0.1), medium
(I = 0.5) and high (I = 0.95). It is found that the nodes with higher expertise
can achieve higher reputation levels. In this simulated environment, all nodes’
reputation levels turned stable after around 20 days, since challenge-based trust
mechanism requires a long time for establishing a high trust value.
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Fig. 3. Convergence of trust values of IDS nodes regarding three expertise levels.

The impact of SOOA. According to Fig. 2, we suppose node A has seven
partner nodes and node D is a partner node for node A. Similar to [18], we
assume that node D keeps sending truthful feedback to several partner nodes of
node A, while sending untruthful answers to the rest partner nodes. We randomly
selected one expert node (I = 0.95) as malicious (say node D), which conducted
the special attack of SOOA from Day 45. For a scenario of 4T2U, node D can
send truthful feedback to four partner nodes of node A but sent untruthful
feedback to the remaining two partner nodes. Fig. 4 depicts the trust value of
node D under this condition. It is found that the trust value of node D computed
by node A could gradually decrease closer to the threshold during the first ten
days, because two partner nodes could report malicious actions regarding node
D to node A. Afterwards, the trust value was maintained in the range from 0.82
to 0.83 at most cases, as there are still four partner nodes reported that node D
is normal. As the trust value is higher than the threshold 0.8, node D still has
an impact on node A and its alarm aggregation.

The impact of intrusion sensitivity. In the same CIDN environment, we as-
sume that under 4T2U, node D keeps sending untruthful feedback to two partner
nodes, which are expert nodes. Fig. 4 shows the impact of intrusion sensitivity
on the detection of malicious SOOA nodes. It is found that the reputation levels
of malicious node steadily decreased below the threshold of 0.8 (i.e., within sev-
eral days). This is because the use of intrusion sensitivity can give more weights
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Fig. 4. Trust values of malicious nodes with and without intrusion sensitivity (IS).

on the feedback from expert nodes. The result demonstrated that this notion
could help improve the robustness of CIDNs by reducing the reputation levels
of malicious nodes under SOOA in a fast manner.

4.4 Discussion

In this work, we investigate the impact of intrusion sensitivity on securing CIDNs
against SOOA, whereas some challenges still remain for future work.

– Additional measurement. In challenge-based CIDNs, the trustworthiness of
a node is mainly determined by challenges, whereas it may still leave a
chance for attackers. To further increase the robustness of CIDNs, additional
measures can be used to calculate the trust values of a node, like packet-level
trust [26].

– Scalability. In this work, we explored the influence under a simulated envi-
ronment, but we did not perform a particular experiment to investigate the
scalability issue. This is an interesting topic for our future work.

– Advanced insider attacks. In this work, we mainly focus on SOOA, an ad-
vanced collusion attack for challenge-based CIDNs. In the literature, there
are many kinds of advanced insider attacks like FPMA [17]. It is an impor-
tant topic to examine the influence on other attacks.
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5 Conclusion

As a CIDS or CIDN allows a set of IDS nodes to communicate with each other,
it can enhance the detection performance of a single detector. However, such
system or network is vulnerable to insider attacks, where an attacker can behave
maliciously within a system or a network environment. In this work, we adopt the
notion of intrusion sensitivity that assigns different values of detection capability
relating to particular attacks, and evaluate its impact on securing CIDNs against
a special insider attack, SOOA. In the evaluation, we investigate the impact of
intrusion sensitivity in a simulated CIDN environment, and the obtained results
demonstrate that intrusion sensitivity can help enhance the security of CIDNs
under adversarial scenarios, through emphasizing the input from expert nodes.
Our work attempts to stimulate more research in designing more secure CIDNs in
real-world scenarios. Future work could include exploring the impact of intrusion
sensitivity on defending other insider attacks like PMFA.
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